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Reviewer 2 
 

In this manuscript, the authors present new evidence of a lack of coherence between the subtropical 
gyre, subpolar gyre and Nordic Seas in the North Atlan=c, while also discussing possible trends in the 
strength of the circula=on. They take advantage of the observa=onal data available between 24N and 
75N, also relying on models. Instead of focusing on AMOC transports, the authors have provided 
results using components of the Gulf Stream System along the three gyre structures. Moreover, they 
propose mechanisms of interannual to decadal variability linked to atmospheric forcing. 
 

The authors have presented a well wriHen paper with a clear methodology. Their new approach using 
certain components of the upper ocean circula=on instead of the AMOC integrated view is of high 
interest for understanding the meridional coherence of the North Atlan=c circula=on. 
 

As a result, I find this manuscript should be suitable for publica=on aJer addressing some minor 
comments given below. 
 

We thank the reviewer for insigh1ul comments and sugges7ons. In line with the reviewer's 
comments, we have added more details to the discussion of meridional coherence in the AMOC, 
including a number of the references suggested by the reviewer. We have also made several smaller 
adjustments to figures, tables, and descrip7ons based on the reviewer feedback. Please find our 
detailed response below to each of the points raised. 
  
Firstly, I recommend the authors to emphasize the main point of the results – gyre-specific meridional 
coherence, specially between SPNA and Nordic Seas. This disconnec=on between subtropics and 
subpolar gyres is not that new, but it is interes=ng to see these differences with the Nordic Seas, 
considering the great effort on providing the GSR, Svinøy and BSO =me series. 
 

The gyre-specific meridional coherence we find based on the correla7ons in Table 2 is within the 
subtropical gyre and the Nordic Seas, respec7vely (see e.g. abstract and l.216-222). Following the 
reviewer’s sugges7on we have further emphasized this in l.229-232. We also repeat the point of 
meridional coherence restricted to the gyre structures in Sec7on 4 as a main conclusion (l.341-347, 
l.354-363).  
 
Therefore, I would like to see a more extended discussion on gyre-specific coherence. On this topic, 
Buckley & Marshall (2016) in their review state that: ‘Modeling studies [Bingham et al., 2007], ocean 
state es:mates [Wunsch and Heimbach, 2013b], and observa:ons [Mielke et al., 2013] indicate that 
the AMOC is not coherent between the subtropical and subpolar gyres on interannual :mescales. 
Within the subtropical gyre interannual AMOC variability is dominant, while in the subpolar la:tudes 
decadal AMOC variability is stronger [Balmaseda et al., 2007; Wunsch and Heimbach, 2013b]. On 
decadal :mescales models and state es:mates generally exhibit meridionally coherent modes of AMOC 
variability.’  
 

See the response to the comment below for details on how we have extended the discussion of 
previous literature. As the reviewer points out, lacking meridional coherence between subtropical 
and subpolar la7tudes on interannual 7me scales is well-known from literature. Previous literature 
focus on the AMOC (which is an integrated quan7ty), not on the upper-ocean branches we choose 
to inves7gate here. However, we do consider discussing our findings in the context of this literature 
very important.  
 
More recently, Zhao (2018) relay the importance of mesoscale processes on transpor=ng MHT 
poleward across the SPNA using models. Zou (2019), similarly to this manuscript, inves=gate the 
coherence in the North Atlan=c in deep layers through the equatorward NADW rather than AMOC and 
in Zou (2020), they re-examine the meridional structure of AMOC variability and diagnoses the 
associated forcing scenarios with three different models, showing that AMOC variability south of the 
Labrador Sea can be decomposed into a la=tudinally coherent component and a gyre-opposing 
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component, with different variabili=es and forcing affec=ng each. And Han (2023) studies AMOC 
connec=on between OSNAP and RAPID in adiaba=c terms using numerical models, where the Labrador 
Sea plays an important role as the origin of that adiaba=c forcing that generates the SPNA variability. 
 

We have extended the discussion of previous literature inves7ga7ng limited meridional coherence 
between subtropical AMOC and subpolar AMOC in Sec7on 3.1 (l.197-206), including several of the 
references men7oned by the reviewer. We also introduce the concept of limited observed and 
simulated meridional coherence in the AMOC in Sec7on 1.1 (l.38-42), and come back to it in the 
summary and conclusion (l.360-363).  
 
Finally, I encourage the authors to add uncertain=es to the values computed. Even if we know it is 
significant with a sta=s=cal test, knowing the uncertain=es can help us interpret the results (such as 
the average mean value and trends for both observa=ons and ECCO). 
 

We have added the standard devia7on of the monthly mean transports to Table 1 and to the 
descrip7ons of the measurements in Sec7on 2.1. We have not included full uncertainty es7mates of 
the observed mean transports as these would include uncertain7es from instrumental precision, 
calibra7on, and sampling. The exact methods for providing such uncertainity es7mates likely vary 
between the groups responsible for the different observing systems and the numbers might not be 
comparable in a meaningful way. We have added a figure to the supplementary (Figure S6) to show 
the 95% confidence interval for the es7mated trends in observa7ons and in ECCOv4-r4.  
 
SPECIFIC COMMENTS 
 
• Line 61. This is the first reference to the Norwegian Atlan=c Current. Throughout the manuscript 
(text, figures and tables) there are references to both this and the Norwegian Atlan=c Slope Current. I 
think it would be beneficial if the authors clarified both currents and maybe unified them in only just 
one. 
 

We have added sentences to the manuscript when introducing the Svinøy transect measurements of 
the Norwegian Atlan7c Slope Current (l.117-118), describing how the Norwegian Atlan7c Current is 
a two-branch current system; the Norwegian Atlan7c Slope Current following the con7nental shelf 
and the Norwegian Atlan7c Front Current further offshore.   
 
• Table 1 provides a lot of informa=on, but I find it could be useful if some of it were provided later in 
the manuscript. 
 

- For example, the trends are mostly discussed later, along with Table 3. The authors should 
consider moving these trends for observa=ons to Table 3, so that it would be easier to follow 
the discussion in the text. 
 

We have removed the observed trends from Table 1 and added them to Table 3. The trends 
in the observed overturning components have been moved to the supplementary (Table S2). 
 

- Please specify the uncertain=es of the mean (or standard devia=on of the mean), even aJer 
marking significant trends, as it provides an idea of the variability of the dataset. 
 

As the reviewer suggests, we have added the standard devia7on of the monthly means to 
Table 1 and to the descrip7ons of the measurements in Sec7on 2.1.  
 

- Some of the naming don’t follow the same structure (RAPID WBC and RAPID MOCz but GSR 
and GSR OW; Oleander GS but Svinøy) – do the authors want to specify the current part of the 
Gulf Stream System? 
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We have changed the legends of Figure 2-4 so that they both state the sec7on name and the 
abbrevia7on for the current/component shown. For consistency, we have also done the 
same for Table 1-3.  
 

- The values in Table 1 for mean and trend are not always reported in the literature cited. ‘Data 
source’ would be a more appropriate term than ‘reference’ to cite the works from which the 
datasets were obtained. 
 

We have changed the header from ‘Reference’ to ‘Data source’ in Table 1 accordingly. 
 

- One of the points that I have not seen specified along the manuscript is the sensi=vity of these 
computa=ons on how the authors have defined the different currents studied, i.e., which are 
the horizontal and ver=cal boundaries of each current and what criteria were the authors 
following. 
 

We have added a paragraph to Sec7on 2.2 to describe the principles of how the currents are 
defined in ECCOv4-r4 (l.139-145). We have also added a sec7on to the Supplementary 
detailing the transports sec7on defini7ons in ECCOv4-r4. We stay as close to the 
observa7onal transects as the coarse grid allows, and use the same defini7ons of the 
currents as in observa7ons (given that it is s7ll meaningful when inves7ga7ng the ECCOv4-
r4 velocity transects). 

 

- On another note, the instrumenta=on and methodology used for each monitoring observing 
system is quite diverse. The authors could consider adding columns for the instrumenta=on 
used for each =meseries and the frequency of the observa=ons. 
 

The details of the measurement systems are too complex to fit into Table 1. The 
measurement systems are described in Sec7on 2.1 to some detail, while the full descrip7on 
of instrumenta7on and transport es7ma7on methodologies for all six observing systems can 
be found in the literature referred to in Sec7on 2.1.  

 
• Lines 98-99: ‘the Oleander record has different temporal resolu=on than the other =me series 
displayed in Figure 2’. This is the first men=on of the =me resolu=on of the =me series, so to make this 
statement the authors should include that informa=on when describing the rest of =me series. This is 
related to the beginning of sec=on 2.3, where it is stated that ‘For the observa=onal records with a 
higher-than-monthly temporal frequency…’ and then they specify which ones those are. It can be a bit 
confusing, so I recommend specifying when describing each dataset. 
 

To avoid confusion on the resolu7on of the Oleander measurements we now state that it is es7mated 
in 1-year segments stepped at half-year intervals both when describing the Oleander measurements 
in Sec7on 2.1 (l.98) and when explaining the data treatment in Sec7on 2.3 (l.170-171).    
 

 
• Figure 3. This is up to the authors, but I encourage them to add figure 3 as another column to figure 
2, so that it will be referenced to the posi=ons in the map and comparable to the individual currents. 
 

We see the reviewer’s perspec7ve, but we have chosen to keep the layout of Figure 2 and Figure 3 
as is. Aligning the panels in one figure according to the observa7onal transects will leave empty 
spaces between the RAPID panels and the OSNAP panels, which we found not to improve the 
presenta7on of figure.  
  
For the GSR, there is a sharp difference in the behaviour of the overflow between the two intervals: 
could the authors briefly describe why is that? Are there any difference in instrumenta=on or 
methodology on all or any of the sec=ons included in GSR? Why are there two intervals for the 
overflow (Figure 3) and not for the current (Figure 2)? 
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The Greenland-Scotland Ridge inflow branches are measured at different sec7ons than the overflow 
branches (l.107-109, l.114-116). Both records have several gaps, but the gaps in the GSR inflow 
record are shorter than 6 consecu7ve months and have been interpolated over (l.167). The gap in 
the overflow record during 2006/2007 is more extensive (10 month gap in the Denmark Strait 
overflow record), which is why the 7me series is treated as a discon7nuous 7me series both in the 
analysis and when plohng. 
 

As seen in Figure 3, and similarly in Jochumsen et al. Figure 15, the overflow 7me series may appear 
different before and ajer the 2006/2007 gap. One reason is poten7ally that the Denmark Strait 
overflow and Faroe Bank Channel overflow were in an7phase un7l 2002 and in phase ajerwards 
(Jochumsen et al. 2017; Figure 14). Another reason is possibly that the early period has only one 
mooring measuring the Denmark Strait overflow during 1996-1999 and 2003-2005 as opposed to 
two moorings in the later period. As we do not perform correla7ons with the overflow 7me series 
and mainly show Figure 3 for puhng our findings in context with observa7ons of overturning, we 
have decided not to expand on these measurement details in the manuscript.   
 
• Lines 107-115. This paragraph is about the GSR and each component. The descrip=on of IFR, FSC and 
DS can be complemented with a call for Figure S3a to show that the anomalies respond to that of FSC, 
even if the mean transport is larger over IFR. 
 

As the reviewer suggests, we have added a sentence on this in l.112-114. 
 
• Line 162. The authors have normalized the datasets, which can be useful when comparing variables 
with different units. Could the authors discuss briefly this choice instead of just compu=ng anomalies? 
 

We agree that this makes for a more intui7ve comparison with ECCOv4-r4. Based on this comment 
and similar comments from Reviewer 1, we have chosen to alter Figure 4 so that panel a) shows the 
volume transport anomalies from the 7me mean instead of the normalized volume transport.  
 
• Lines 218-226. This is a good paragraph discussing reconstruc=ons of AMOC with observa=ons. When 
discussing inverse models, the recent paper by Fu et al., (2020) could be included, where the authors 
find no trends in AMOC crea=ng boxes between 24N and 55N. 
 

The reference to Fu et al. (2020) has been added when discussing AMOC es7mates from inverse 
models (l.248). 
 
• Table 3. As stated above, even if we don’t have trends here for AMOC from ECCO, this is a beHer 
place for trends than Table 1. Also, these trends should be expressed with their uncertain=es. 
 

Following the reviewer sugges7on, the trends have been moved from Table 1 to Table 3. We have 
added a figure to the supplementary (Figure S6) showing the 95% confidence interval for the 
es7mated trends in observa7ons and in ECCOv4-r4. Whether trends are significant or not is indicated 
throughout the manuscript.  
 
• Lines 317-322: This is a good discussion on the comparison between ECCO and observa=ons. 
However, it has not been men=oned previously in the manuscript, so the authors may consider placing 
it above and not in the ‘Summary and conclusions’ sec=on. One opportunity could be between lines 
201 and 202, aJer discussing that ECCO finds more paHerns than observa=ons and before discussing 
the Ekman layer. 
 

This point is emphasized in l.216: “In contrast to the observa7onal records, some more dis7nct 
pamerns of coherence are found within the ECCOv4-r4 es7mate (Table 2)”. We also come back to this 
in Sec7on 4 (l.348-353).   
 
TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS 
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We thank the reviewer for also finding the 7me to help improving the manuscript in terms of text 
and figure precision. It is most appreciated. 
 
• Throughout the manuscript, please make sure that the main currents cited and discussed in the text 
are defined at their first men=on and at the appropriate figures and tables. 
 

We have checked that we have appropriate references when introducing a new current or 
observa7onal system.  
 
• Please make sure that the figures in Supplementary Informa=on are in order of appearance in the 
main text. 
 

We have changed the order of the supplementary figures based on when they first are men7oned in 
the text. 
 
• Figure 1. I find this figure useful to illustrate the introduc=on, but the authors could include some 
extra details to make it more accessible. 
 

- On the schema=c map in A, only the Gulf Stream is specified with its full name. However, that 
is not the case for DWBC, EGC, NAC and NwASC. I understand there’s not much space in the 
figure, but it would be useful to define the acronyms at least in the figure cap=on. NAC, EGC 
and DWBC are common enough, but that’s not the case for NwASC. 
 

The full current names with the abbrevia7ons (DWBC, NAC, NwASC, EGC) have been added 
to the Figure 1 cap7on.   
 

- I suggest adding the A16 cruise track from subplot B to the map in A. 
 

This is a good sugges7on. In trying, we found that it made the map in Figure 1a quite busy. 
In the end we decided against altering it. 
 

- On subplot B, it could be helpful to employ the same colours for the arrows represen=ng the 
upper (purple) and deep (black) circula=on. 
 

This has also been tested, but due to the reduced color contrast in the upper-ocean we have 
decided to keep the arrows in black. 

 
• Line 34. ‘of which the Gulf Stream and the extensions’ changed to ‘of which the Gulf Stream and its 
extensions’ 
 

This has been changed accordingly. 
 
• Lines 53-54: the authors could describe shortly the loca=on of the RAPID and OSNAP array 
(subtropical and subpolar or 24N and 55N). E.g.: The AMOC strength has been measured by cross-
basin observing systems at 24N since 2004 (RAPID; Cunningham et al., 2007) and at 55N since 2014 
(OSNAP; Lozier et al., 2017). 
 

As the reviewer suggests, we have reformulated so that the la7tudes of RAPID and OSNAP are stated 
in l.53-54.  
 
• Line 79. Please specify: ‘The mean 32 Sv transported by the Florida Current and the, on average, 4.7 
± 7.5 Sv in the An=lles Current …’ 
 

The ± 7.5 Sv in the An7lles Current in Meinen et al. (2019) is the standard devia7on of daily means. 
We have decided to only include standard devia7ons of the monthly mean to be consistent 
throughout the manuscript. We therefore have reformulated the paragraph so that we state the 
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mean transport and standard devia7on of the Florida Current and of the total Western Boundary 
Current transport at RAPID (l.80-82).  
 
• Figure 2. It could be very helpful to include the name of the observing systems in the map, with the 
color legend applied for the =me series, even if it were just the acronyms and they were defined in the 
figure cap=on. 
 

We have added the sec7on names to the map in Figure 2 as suggested by the reviewers. Legend 
acronyms are defined in the figure cap7on.  
 
• Line 119: ‘a single current meter at 100m depth’ is missing a space in ‘100 m’. 
 

This has been corrected. 
 
• Line 142: ‘ECCOv4-r4 captures the observed peak in mocσ in 2015/16 (Figure 3), but the 
observa=onal =me series is too short to get a fair assessment of how well interannual variability is 
represented at OSNAP.’ I understand that this sentence refers to the peak in MOC observa=ons from 
Figure 3, but it turns out a bit confusing, as there’s no ECCO values to compare it against. I would refer 
readers only to Figure S2c, where the authors can specify the short overlap between both =me series 
(2014-2017). 
 

We have reformulated the sentence to more precisely express that it is the overlapping 7me period 
between ECCOv4-r4 and observa7ons that is too short (l.151-152). Figure S4c (previous Figure 2Sc) 
is now referred to instead of Figure 3. 
 
• Lines 151-152: ‘compared to observa=ons (0.9 Sv and 3.8 Sv in observa=ons, respec=vely)’. The 
second ‘in observa=ons’ is redundant: ‘compared to observa=ons (0.9 Sv and 3.8 Sv, respec=vely)’. 
 

This has been corrected.  
 
• Figure 4. The y-axis labels should include magnitude and unit following the same structure as before: 
a) STD and b) VT [Sv]. 
 

We have altered the y-axis labels of Figure 4 to be consistent with the other figures. 
 
• Line 165. Reference to Figure S4 appears before Figure S3. 
 

We have changed the order of the supplementary figures based on when they are men7oned in the 
text. 
 
• Line 236. Reference to Figure S3c instead of only Figure S3. 
 

This has been changed accordingly (now Figure S2c, l.260). 
 
• Line 258-259: ‘onto the annual mean volume transport =me series in ECCOv4-r4 (Figure 5, Figure S7) 
and in observa=ons (Figure S6)’. I think the references for the supplementary informa=on figures are 
wrong: ‘series in ECCOv4-r4 (Figure 5, Figure S8) and in observa=ons (Figure S7)’. 
 

The reviewer is right - the figure numbers have now been corrected (l.282-283). The order of the 
figures is also changed so that it fits with the when the figures are introduced in the text.  
 
• Line 279: ‘indecies’ changed to ‘indices’. 
 

This has been corrected. 
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